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Helene Constantine knows better than most what it means to keep difficult secrets. She is regal,
poised, with nerves of steel, and has worked hard to keep the dusty ghosts of the past at
bay.Carlton is a man haunted by a different set of ghosts â€“ ones that threaten his peace of mind.
The undisputed titan of Trini mas, Carlton could command the hearts of countless women with a
crook of his finger, but only one woman will do. Only one woman can help heal the wounds caused
by the vengeful wrath of Gloria Maldonado. Only one woman can gently guide Carlton into a love
that sears in passionate intensity, a love that elevates the soul.What will this formidable couple do,
when the past comes striding back into their lives, carried on the designer heels of Carltonâ€™s
ex-wife?Masterfully blending past and present time, Santimanitay is infused with the technicolour
pageantry of Carnival that beats so fervently at the heart of its predecessor title, Across From
Lapeyrouse. Familiar faces from the authorâ€™s debut novel reappear, and we glimpse the
darkness lurking beneath the surface of Gloriaâ€™s talent.Taghaboniâ€™s second instalment is a
master class on human emotion, on the bacchanal and brimstone ever teeming beneath so-called
polite society.
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This book had me up till 3 am because I refused to put it down till I got to the end. If you've already
read Across from Lapayrouse, the vivid character development of those who irked you, enticed you
and made you curious from that book came to life like your own family, friends and foes in
Santimanitay. If you haven't read it then it is time to head out and read that other novel as well. This
one is complete by itself, but with its sister book, you have to pinch yourself to remember that you
do not really know these people and that you are just a third part the fury, pain and even laughter.
Carlton, Gloria, Helene ...none of them is just a simple character. Nathalie did a fantastic job making
them human, complicated and different. Before the end, even when I was starting to have some
slight compassion for Gloria...I just ended up thinking Gloria, Gloria, Gloria!!! - a one cent just can't
change.Kudos Nathalie and I am anxiously awaiting the prequel, sequel, any quel.

If you're from the Caribbean, especially if you're from Trinidad, that headline will speak for itself. Ms.
T has done it again. After waiting the better part of a year for her sequel to come out, it was finally in
my hands. I began to read around 8pm and put the book down at 5 minutes before 2 am. I
screamed a string of curses that Gloria herself would probably nod approvingly at. I fell for this book
hook, line and sinker. And yet coming down to the final pages, I had a premonition that something
bad was about to happen. And when it did, and the book ended, I nearly had a heart attack. Ms.
Taghaboni..... How you go leave a man hanging so? You had better be working on book 3
eh?Santimanitay delves into the back story of the characters that we met in the first book Across
from Lapeyrouse. It moves between past, present and future with seamless transitions. And for a
brief moment, it brings back that lovable Italian that had us all gasping in the first book.
Unfortunately, his appearance is short and sweet, tinged with sadness and regrettably unsexy.I'm
not going to give any more of the plot away, you'll have to read the book yourself. But I will say to
Ms. Taghaboni, brava, well done, now go and get started on book 3!

There are no words sufficient enough to describe Santimanitay , you told me to read slowly and boi
did because there were clues in this tale that made me go " Hmm ". In Santimanitay you can't help
but go throo a wave of emotions with the chracters . You fall in love with them , you sympathize ,
anger , hurt , laugh and you try to understand and also make peace with your life . But it is the end
that brought tears to my eyes and like any other human being that has been in those circumstances
you can't help but ask "Why God why this way " you question his wisdom . This book is excellent
Queen great great job I await book three and "try yuh bess not to make mih cry again " Be Bless

I got sucked into a vortex again reading this book. I finished it in under 8 hrs. Sleep and other
activities become insignificant when I read her books. I was all up the Savanoy's business and
mentally talking like a Trini as I read. My heart warmed, it raced, i got angry, i laughed out loud, i
tried to solve mysteries. I would put the book aside for a few minutes to savor what I just read. At
one point in time I stopped reading and said, "this woman could write, she really good". I kept
thinking about who would play who in the movie. (Yeah, it is that good). When the book ended I
gasped. I frantically swiped my screen looking for the rest of the book. It is the same feeling I get
after watching Game Of The ones. I would sit and stare at the TV screen in disbelief for about 10
mins after the episode concluded. If you like scandal you would definitely love this book and its
predecessor, Across from Lapeyrouse. I can't wait for book #3 of the Savanoy's saga.

This book is sexually eruptive. The pleasures of loving sex are described with charged sensuality
that would make many only dream to experience the potency of loving explorations. In this
Santimanitay book sequel, Nathalie Taghaboni strips the reader of any veneer of contained
modesty. The story details the erotic languishing of lovers as they experience the beauty of
orgasmic ecstasy. One experiences the vicarious orgasmic heights detailed in colorful language and
movement and intriguing fantasy... Dripping with all the juices of experienced lovemaking, I prefer to
suggest... panties don't lie.Santimanitay will leave you breathless and will incense emotions that
provoke pain, rancor, fear, and demands recovery and sanctuary. In the amazing twists of life
dramas that the readers journey with the main characters, the book takes us to an ending of
desperate suspense..and one begs to find answers to the crushing unknowns..Thomp! Thomp!
Thomp! are the pulsing sensations that are climaxed in this read. Santimanitay... pleads for more!!!!
Nathalie Taghaboni...the ancestors bait...and your readers demand..another Sequel.

With all the tingly feelings in my tummy finally it was ready for download 'SANTIMANITAY' and now
on cue, I HAD IT on my iPad.....From the moment I began to read I knew I could not put this book
down. I fell in love all over with each character as they presented themselves. I felt every bit of love,
pain, anguish, joy, I laughed with them, cried with them....Their explosive sexual appetites in it's
description could take you to the very depths of sexual desires....I no longer refer to them as
characters, they are people I love. They are real to me. I wish I could have met them. Never have I
read a book that took me to the edge like this author has been able to capture, with WORDS. I
learned so much from the family about life & love, and lies & jealousy, forgiveness. I feel I could

even design a king costume now......This author loves the color WHITE, and as clean and as pure
the color so was her writing. As the book ended I wanted more & more & more. I miss them, I will
always wonder about them, especially Helene/Carlton....No writing has ever been more vivid to me
in all it's caribbean splendor it's color and rythum, the lingo, dialects,etc, and in the end, as the
author herself so eloquently put it..... "The Torrent was staggering".. Oh geezan.Well done Nathalie
Taghaboni. AMAZING.. Gifted....
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